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Ball Grid Array Inspection Techniques

Abstract

An evaluation of four different X-ray inspection systems has been undertaken. Two
perpendicular transmission X-ray systems, an angled X-ray transmission system and an

automatic X-ray laminography system were evaluated. The samples inspected were

assembled ball grid array (BGA) components with known defects. The defects included
misalignments, missing balls, bridges, non-wetted pads and partially reflowed solder

joints. The presence of these defects was confirmed after X-ray inspection by

metallographic examination.

All the X-ray systems evaluated were found capable of identifying misalignments,
bridges and missing balls. Only the angled transmission X-ray system was completely

successful at finding the non-wetted pads. The efficiency of locating non-wetted pads
using perpendicular transmission X-ray systems may be improved by altering the

substrate pad shape from round to tear-drop. Similarly the laminography system
efficiency may be improved by taking advantage of such a pad design.
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Ball Grid Array Inspection Techniques

1 Introduction

X-ray techniques have been used in printed circuit board (PCB) manufacture for many
years to identify internal defects such as misregistration in multilayer PCBs after
lamination. The recent introduction of ball grid arrays (BGAs) where the terminations
are beneath the component and are only partially visible or are completely hidden, has
increased the interest in using X-ray techniques for post solder inspection of printed
circuit assemblies.

The present ESA specifications [1,2] for electronic component assembly onto PCBs list
many requirements that include:
(i) visual inspection of soldered joints;
(ii) possibility to remove and rework packages;
(iii) verification of package design, selected materials and soldering process by

environmental testing so that defects, such as cracked solder joints, do not
develop during exposure to thermal cycling and vibration.

Much reliance is placed on the inspection steps performed during the processing, test
and integration of spacecraft electronic assemblies. This has restricted the selection of
high pin count packages to those such as ceramic quad flat packages (CQFPs). The
CQFPs have thin leads and a fine pitch; they survive thermal cycle stresses as the leads
can flex and provide for stress-relief, and their soldered joints can be readily inspected
under a binocular microscope against a variety of visual criteria that are defined in
workmanship standards.

The availability of well-proven non-destructive test methods has precluded the general
acceptance ofBGAs for incorporation by ESA space projects. BGAs have become more
widely accepted for commercial electronic assemblies because they can provide for
even higher pin counts than quad flat packages (QFPs). In addition, BGA packages
may also be more beneficial than QFPs during manufacturing as they have reduced
co-planarity problems, better self-alignment characteristics during reflow soldering, a
coarser pitch (1.27 mm against 0.5 mm for QFPs), leads (balls) on an area matrix rather
than just round the package periphery (leading to a far smaller package size), and
reduced thermal paths for better heat dissipation.

It is possible to perform a limited visual inspection of the peripheral solder joints around

each side of a mounted BGA but, to date, the most useful method of assessing the
quality of these interconnections is by the application of X-radiography.
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Figure I. Simplified diagram of real-time
perpendicular transmission X-ray system.

! ! ! ! ! ! !

! ! ! !

The programme of work presented in this report was devised to assess the detection

capabilities of four different commercially available X-ray inspection systems. In this

preliminary study common soldering defects were introduced during the assembly stage

of BGA packages. A simple double-sided PCB substrate was used to check for the most

common defects encountered during assembly by vapour phase methods. Most
spacecraft circuits now employ multilayer PCBs of between 8 and 28 layers together

with severa] ground planes of copper onto which component packages may be attached

to both sides of the board. Such complex boards will also be expected to support BGA
packages; they are expected to be far more difficult to inspect for soldering defects and

will be the subject of a follow-on study.

X-ray inspection is achieved by placing the workpiece to be inspected between an X-ray

source and an X-ray camera as shown in Figure]. The radiation emitted by the source is

absorbed and scattered as it passes through the workpiece. The camera collects the
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X-rays and displays them as an image. The systems evaluated in this report are all
real-time systems where the images collected by the camera are displayed on a monitor.
Systems which use photographic film are generally too slow for in-line inspection of
electronics assemblies, but they are lower cost and may be useful to smaller companies
who wish to use them for solder process development. The camera produces a
grey-scale image where the lightest parts correspond to areas where the least dense
material is, such as an area of PCB where there are no tracks, pads or components. The
darker areas on the image occur where there is more or denser material, decreasing the
transmitted X-rays. In the samples inspected in this evaluation, this denser material is
usually the tin/lead (So/Pb) of a solder joint. A typical image is shown in Figure 2.

It is of interest that the lead in solder has a high cross section for X-rays and with the

possible move to lead-free alloys, the contrast difference between the solder and other

metal parts in the assembly will be reduced. This may well compromise the efficiency

of existing equipment with multilayer PCBs.

3

Figure 2. Typical X-ray image of assembled
BGA showing common features.
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2. Test Sample Manufacture

2.1 Method

Four test samples were produced incorporating common BGA assembly defects. Plastic

BGAs were used which had 225 interconnects per component and they were mounted

onto one side of a double-sided, 1.6 mm-thick, epoxy-glass substrate. The substrate was

a standard BGA test PCB supplied by Topline. Solder paste was printed onto test

assemblies using a micro-stencil, specifically designed to print paste into one set of
BGA footprints at a time. The BGAs were then placed into the paste and retlowed using

a Sierra SRT hot gas rework system. This equipment has a spilt prism alignment system

to allow viewing of the underside of the BGA and the surface of the PCB

simultaneously on a monitor and thereby adjust the position of the component prior to

placement to ensure good alignment. The temperature, tlow rate and duration of gas

tlow can be altered to enable a profile to be set which is similar to a mass retlow profile.

An example of the test assembly is shown in Figure 3.

2.2 Classification of defects
Defects were created in the assemblies using the methods outlined below.

Misalignment
The BGA was deliberately misaligned with the PCB and, to prevent the BGA from
self-aligning. it was held out of alignment during retlow and until all solder joints had
solidified.

Missing balls

Balls were removed prior to manufacture usmg a soldering iron and de-soldering

braid.

Non-wetted pads

Individual pads were covered with a thin solder resist prior to assembly to prevent the

retlowed solder paste from wetting the pad.

Bridges
After solder paste deposition, some extra paste was added in the space between paste
deposits which melted during retlow to create the short.

Partial reflow

The retlow process was curtailed before full retlow had occurred.

4
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Each defect was identified using the ball numbering system shown in Figure 4. All
images in this report have been manipulated so that they appear in the same orientation
and sense. The original images produced from the individual systems may not be in that
same orientation or sense as shown in this report.

Figure 3. BGA X-ray test assembly.

5
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Figure 4. Balllllimberiflg of PB GA225
whefl viewed from above the assembly.

Figure 5. Tear-drop pad desigfl.
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BGA

PCB

2.3

Image

! ! ! !

Summary of defects

Sample 1
Partial reflow of solder paste

Sample 2
Missing balls
Bridges
Non-wetted pads

Sample 3
Missing balls:
Bridges
Non-wetted pads

KS, HS, PI4, P15, RI
KI / K2 / Ll / L2 / M I / M2, / N3 / P2 / P3
EIO, KI3, L4

C5,F2
PI5 / RI5
CI3, FI3, G9, K9, MS, PIG

Figure 6. Diagram showing masking of pad
area during perpendicular transmi.~sion
X-ray inspection.
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Figure 7. Diagram showillg how tear-drop
pad desigll works.

Figure 8. Example of X-ray image of joillts
Oil teardrop pads.

! ! ! !
BGA

Bareboard

Prin ted
PCB

Reflowed
Image
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Sample 4
Misaligned component

2.4 Use of tear-drop pad design

The lay-out of the PCB incorporated a tear-drop pad design which aided X-ray
inspection of the assemblies. The tear-drop was created by opening the resist window
around the BGA pad to allow a small portion of the track connected to the pad to be
exposed as shown in Figure 5.

The use of tear-drop pad design may improve identification of open circuits or partial
reflows in transmission X-ray systems. When viewed directly from above (as shown in
Figure 6), for typical joints the solder in the ball of the joint stops most X-rays and
makes interpretation of the areas around the edges of the pad very difficult. It is these
areas which need to be examined to determine open circuits and partial reflows. The
tear-drop shape allows X-ray inspection to determine if a circular paste deposit has
reflowed during soldering and wet the portion of track without resist as shown in Figure
7. The wetting of the track creates a distorted ball shape, which is easily seen in the X-
ray image, as shown in Figure 8.

2.5 X-ray inspection of multilayer substrates

To extend the applicability of this study and assess the capability of the X-ray systems at
inspecting higher density substrates, an additional copper-invar-copper (CulnCu)

substrate was used with our Topline test printed circuit assembly.

The CuInCu board consisted of a 1.6 mm metallic core sandwiched between two sheets
of polyimide-glass, each 1.0 mm thick. This thick board was placed against the flat side
of the BGA assembly of sample 2 and then radiographed.

9
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3. Metallurgical Examination

After examination by the X-ray systems, microsections of the BOAs were prepared
using standard methods of mounting, grinding, polishing and etching. Metallurgical

examination of the BOAs was performed using a Reichert MEF3a inverted

metallurgical microscope with magnifications up to X 1500 available.

10
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4. Equipment Evaluated

Four machines were evaluated for this report.

4.1 Glenbrook RTX Mini
This model is a compact, bench-top, portable real-time X-ray system, claiming to be the
smallest unit of its type on the market, weighing less than 30 kg with a footprint of
0.6 x 0.15 m. The system uses a low anode voltage of up to 35 kV with the X-ray source
vertically above the camera system. It is only capable of working in perpendicular
transmission mode; i.e the test assembly can only be inserted horizontally between the
source and camera and not manipulated about the vertical axis. It is capable of
magnifications of 7X to 40X, with a maximum field of view of approximately 20 mm.
This was the smallest of all the machines reviewed.

Movement of the sample in the horizontal plane is achieved manually. The system is
e.xtremely simple to use and has a typical selling price which is typically less than
€30 000. The system used to carry out the evaluation incorporated an image enhancer
and video printer. The images shown in this report are scanned images from the video
printer which have been mirrored and rotated to align with the images from the other
machines.

4.2 Nicolet NXR-140Oi
This model is a floor standing real-time X-ray system, with a footprint of I .56 x 1.27 m.
The system can produce anode voltages of up to 120 kV with the X-ray source vertically
below the camera system. The machine reviewed was only used in perpendicular
transmission mode, but the equipment does have a limited ability to rotate the
workpiece about a horizontal axis. It is capable of magnifications of 4 to SOX,with a
maximum field of view of approximately 40 mm. Movement of the sample in the
horizontal plane is achieved using joystick control with a two speed operation. The
system is simple to use and has a typical selling price of the order of € 120 000. The
system used to carry out the evaluation incorporated an image processor and video
printer. The images shown in this report are scanned images from the video printer
which have not been manipulated.

4.3 X-tek RTR225kV
This model is a floor standing real-time X-ray system, with a footprint of 2.6 X 104m.
The system can produce anode voltages of up to 225 kV with the X-ray source
horizontally in-line with the camera system. The machine reviewed could be used in

II
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Figure 9. Diagram of allgled trallsmissioll
X-ray system.

! ! ! !

Detector

! ! ! !
BGA

perpendicular transmission and angled perpendicular transmission modes as shown in
Figure 9. It is capable of magnifications of 1.1 to 160X, with a maximum field of view
of approximately 120 x 160 mm. Movement of the sample is possible in 5 axes (x, y, z,
tilt and rotate) using joystick control. The system is simple to use and has a typical
selling price of approxim:Jtp.ly (: 700 000 Thp.systp.m1ISp.nto ~:Jrry out the evaluation
incorporated an image intensifier. The images shown in this report are digitised images
saved direct to media which have been mirrored and rotated to align with the images
from other machines.

4.4. Hewlett Packard Four Pi SDX
The Hewlett Packard Four Pi 50X system differs from the others reviewed in this report
in that it is a laminography system. Laminography systems are essentially industrial
versions of medical body scanners and work by creating a thin, horizontal focal plane by

rotating an X-ray beam around a vertical axis in synchrony with a rotating X-ray
detector. The image created represents a slice through the workpiece about 0.3 mm
thick. Components outside the focal plane are unfocused and do not interfere with the
image. The images from such a system are not as easy to interpret as transmission X-ray
images but double sided assemblies do not present a problem. The images on the 50X
machine are automatically interpreted by comparing measurements taken from the
images with tolerances set by the user for each joint type. The system therefore needs
extensive programming for each design to be inspected, but once this task is

12
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accomplished, assemblies can be inspected quickly, with inspection rates of 100

joints/see possible. It should be noted that the limited time available and number of test

samples produced for this project, may have affected the efficiency of this system.

For BGA inspection, four slices or focal planes are analysed to determine the presence

of defects. These slices (as shown in Figure II) are:

Figure 10. Diagram of an X-ray
laminography system
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Figure 11. X-ray laminography focal planes
for BGA inspection.

CaITier slice

Ball slice

Pad slice

Pad down slice

- carrier slice, used to determinevoiding,bridging, insufficient,non-wetting,solder
balls, alignment;

- ball centre slice, used to determine voiding, missing ball, bridging, alignment;
- pad slice, used to determine voiding, bridging, insufficient, non-wetting, solder

balls, alignment;
- pad down slice, allows for additional accuracy in detecting insufficients and opens.

Once a stable production process has been established, the ball centre and pad slices

are sufficient to determine most defects.

The 50X is a floor standing real-time X-ray laminography system, with a footprint of
2.6 X 2.6 m.. Movementof the sample is automated with each image having a field
of view of approximately 25 x 25 mm. The system has a typical selling price of
€390 000. The images shown in this report are digitised images saved direct to media
which have been mirrored and rotated to align with the images from other machines.

4.5. Equipment evaluation
The four test samples were inspected by each of the machines.

14
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5. Results

This section is structured around an analysis of each sample in turn. Hence there is a
comparison of defects on that sample between the various X-ray techniques, and a
comparison with the optical micrographs. The optical micrographs are referred to as
Reichert, the microscope used.

5.1 Results for Sample 1
Sample I contains partially retlowed solder joints.

Figure Machine used Defects

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Glenbrook
Glenbrook
Nicolet
X-tekperpend.
X-tekangled
HP Four Pi 50x
Reichert
Reichert
Reichert
Reichert
Reichert

Partially reflowed solder joints
Partially reflowed solder joints
Partially reflowed solder joints
Partially reflowed solder joints
Partially reflowed solder joints
Partially reflowed solder joints
Non-reflow of solder paste
Partial reflow of solder paste
Complete reflow of solder paste
Incomplete melting of ball
Non-reflow of solder paste

Figure Summary I.
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Figure 12. Glenbrook perpendicular
transmission image of sample I with
misalignment of some balls and solder paste
shadow due to partial reflow.

.

Figure 13. Higher magnification Glenbrook
transmission image of sample I
with partial reflow.

....

~~.~
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Figure 18. View showillg lIo/l-reflow of
solder paste 011sample I.

Figure 19. Microsectio/l through BGA 011
sample I showillg partial reflow of solder
paste 011hal/mlmhers A3, A4 amI AS.
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Figure 20. Detailed microsectioll through
ball A2 of sample I, showillg complete
reflow of solder.

Figure 21. Detailed microsectioll through
ball A4 of sample I, showillg solder reflow
but illcomplete meltillg of solder ball.
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BGA

PCB

Figure 22. Detailed section through
hall AS of sample I, showing no rej1mv
of the paste.

Figure 23. Schematic of masking of
non-welted pad in transmission X-ray
inspection.
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5.2 Comments on Sample 1
Metallographic sectioning confirmed the partial reflow of some of the joints on the
sample. Not all defects on this sample were examined metallographically. Both the
perpendicular transmission X-ray systems were capable of locating the unreflowed
joints. However, their success was aided by the slight misalignment of the BGA in
relation to the substrate. Should the BGA have been more perfectly aligned and the
solder paste print aperture diameter been less than the ball diameter (Figure 23), this
defect would have been much more difficult to locate using perpendicular transmission
X-ray systems.

The angled X-ray system showed the partial reflow much more clearly. This system
would have significantly less problem in identifying the defect type even with correct

alignment of the BGA and substrate. The laminography system was unable to

distinguish between the partial reflowed joint and the reflowed joints. Hewlett Packard

claim to have a new algorithm to improve detection of this type of defect but it was

unavailable for this evaluation.
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5.3 Results For Sample 2
The defects contained in sample 2 are:

Missing balls:

Bridges:

Non-wetted pads:

H8, K8, P14, P15, RI
K 1 / K2 / L1 / L2 / M 1 / M2 / N3 / P2 / P3
ElO, K12, L4

Figure Machine used

24 Glenbrook

Defects

Bridges (N K1 and N3), non-wetted (L4), missing (H8)

and balls
Missing balls (H8, R1, P14, P15) and bridges

Missing balls, bridges and non-wetted pads

Missing ball (R1), bridges (K1 and N3) and non-wetted
joint (L4)

Low volume joint (R3)
Bridge (P2 and P3)

Low volume joint (Pi)

View of balls R1, R2 and R3
Missing balls (R1)

Non-wetted joint (L4)

Non-wetted pad (E10)

Non-wetted pad (E10)

Non-wetted pad (E10)
Non-wetted pad (E10)

Non-wetted pad (E10)
Missing ball at H8 and non-wetted pads at E10 and J12

Non-wetted pad (E10)

Non-wetted pad (K12)
Missing ball at H8

Missing ball at K8?

25
26
27

Nicolet
X-tek perpend.
HP Four Pi 50X

28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

Reichert
Reichert
Reichert
Reichert
Reichert
Reichert
Glenbrook
Glenbrook
Nicolet
X-tel perpend.
X-tek angled
HP Four Pi 50X
Reichert
Reichert
Reichert
Reichert

Figure summary 2.
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Figure 24. Glellbrook trallsmissioll image
of sample 2 with the locatioll of
(1) bridges (-K3 alld P3),
(2) lIoll-wetted pad (L4),
(3) missillg balls (H8, K8 alld RI)) alld
(4) solder balls.

Figure 25. Nicolet perpelldicular
trallsmissioll image of .mmple 2 with
the locatioll of
(1) missillg balls (K8, H8, RI, P/4, P/5),
(2) bridges (-K3 alld P3) alld
(3) lIoll-wetted pads (K I 2, L4 alld E I 0).

. t:_AI:IIn."'1IJ~f_i:lir.JIJ:rIi~:GCl:IiDI-.:1I3:--'II:J~~.I'IJI.I)"*.

2
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Figure 26. X-tek perpendicular transmission
image of sample 2 with the location of
(1)missing balls (K8, H8, RI, P14, PI5),
(2) bridges (-K3 alld P3) alld
(3) nOli-wetted pads (K12, L4 alld £10).

Figure 27. HP5DX ball slice lamillography
image of sample 2 with the locatioll of
(1) missing ball at RI,
(2) bridges at KI and P3 and
(3) non-wetted joint at L4.
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Figure 32. Detailed microsection
through ball Rl of sample 2,
showing a missing ball.

Figure 33. Detailed microsectioll through
ball L4 of sample 2, showillg lIon-wettillg of
the solder ball OlltOthe pad.
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Figure 34. Glellbrook trallsmissioll image
of sample 2 with the locatioll of
lIoll-wetted pad (£10).

Figure 35. Glellbrook perpelldicular
trallsmissioll image of sample 2 with the
locatioll of lIoll-wetted pad (£10).
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Figure 36. Nicolet perpendicular
transmission image of sample 2 with
non-wetted pad £10.

Figure 37. X-tek perpendicular
transmission image of sample 2 with
non-wetted pad at £10.
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Figure 40. Detailed sectioll through
ball E JO of sample 2, showillg
IIoll-wettillg of the solder OlltOthe pad.

Figure 41. Detailed sectioll through

ball K 12 of sample 2, showillg
IIOII-wettillg of the solder OlltO the pad.
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Figure 42. Detailed microsectioll through
ball H8 of sample 2, showillg missillg ball.

Figure 43. Detailed microsectioll through
ball K8 of sample 2, showillg missillg ball.
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5.4 Comments On Sample 2

Metallographic sectioning confirmed the bridge at P2/P3, missing balls at R I, K8 and
R8 and non-wetted pads at E I0, L4 and K12. Lower volume joints were also noted at PI

and R2. These may have been caused by the formation of a larger bridge around P2/P3

during reflow, with the P2/P3 bridge dominating, drawing solder away from the joints at

P I and R2. Not all defects on this sample were examined metallographically.

The bridges or shorts were easily identified by all X-ray inspection systems. Similarly,
missing balls were identified by all systems but were more easily identified by the
higher anode voltage systems. With a higher anode voltage, the low density images
created by the reflowed solder paste on the substrate, are lighter showing the missing
balls more easily.

The non-wetted pads were less easily located by perpendicular transmission X-ray
systems. These defects show themselves as lacking the tear-drop shape and also may be
slightly out of normal alignment. Identification of non-wetted pads would be difficult
without the tear-drop pad. Careful analysis of the stored images allows identification of
these defects but some were not identified during real-time analysis. Undoubtedly,
detection of non-wetted pads will be more successful as operators become more
experienced.

The angled transmission X-ray system showed the non-wetted pads with much greater
ease. The poor wetting angle to the pad is clearly shown for example in Figure 37. All
non-wetted pads were found during the real-time inspection.

The laminography system automatically detected the bridges around Ll and P3. The
missing ball at H8 was classified as an insufficient joint, whilst the other three missing
balls were identified as missing. The non-wetted pads at EIO, KI2 and L4 were
classified as misaligned. Additionally, voiding in excess of 10% of joint area was found
at joints at A7, All, 88, 810, C5, E15, F14, G2, H2, K13, L3, L6, L9, LIO, M8, PIO
and P 12. This threshold can be altered by the user. Thirty two apparent false detects
were also registered. Hewlett Packard claim that these could be 'tuned out' if a larger
production volume and more programming time were available. It should also be noted
that as these samples were assembled using rework processes, the joint volume may not
be as uniform as high volume production samples and this could account for some of the
false detects. It should be noted that this investigation was based around one off, unique
test samples, whereas, the 5DX is designed for rapid in line testing of many similar
samples.
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Figure Machine used Defects Figure Summary 3.

44 Glenbrook Bridge and non-wetted pads (K9, M8, P10)
45 Nicolet Missing (F2, C5), non-wetted C13, F13, G9, K9,

M8, P10 and bridge P15
46 X-tek perpend. Missing (F2, C5), non-wetted C13, F13, G9, K9,

M8,P10 and bridge P15
47 X-tek angled Bridge (P15/R15), non-wetted (M8 and P10) and

solder balls (N6 + others)
48 Reichert Bridge (P15/R15)
49 Reichert Bridge (P15/R15)
50 Reichert Good joint (M15)
51 X-tek perpend. Non-wetted pads C13 and F13
52 X-tek angled Non-wetted pad (C13) and solder balls
53 Glenbrook Non-wetted pads (C13, F13 and G9)
54 Nicolet Missing balls (C5 and F2), non-wetted pads (C13,

F13, G9, K9, P10) and bridge (P15)
55 Reichert Non-wetted pad (C13)
56 X-tee angled Non-wetted pad (F13)
57 HP 50X Non-wetted pads (C13, F13 and G9)
58 Reichert Non-wetted pad (F13)
59 Reichert Non-wetted pad (F13)
60 Reichert Solder balls (R15)

Ball Grid Array Inspection Techniques

5.5 Results For Sample 3
The defects contained on sample 3 are:
Missing balls:
Bridges:
Non-wetted pads:

C5, F2
PI5 / RI5
PIO, C13, F13, MS, G9, K9
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Figure 44. Glellbrook perpelldicular
trallsmissioll image of sample 3 showillg
(/) bridge alld
(2) Iloll-wetted pads (K9, MS, PlOy.

Figure 45. Nicolet perpelldicular .
trallsmissioll image of sample 3 wIth
(I) missillg balls (F2, C5), Iloll-wetted pads

cn, F13, G9, K9, MS, PJO alld
(2) bridge P J 5.
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Figure 46. X-tek perpelldicular trallsmissioll
image of sample 3 .~howillg
(1) missillg ball.~ (F2, C5), lIoll-wetted pads

C13, F13, G9, K9, M8, PIO alld
(2) bridge (P /5/R /5).

Figure 47. X-tek allgled trallsmissioll image
of sample 3 showillg
(I) bridge (P/5/RI5),
(2) 1I01l-wettedpads (M8 ami PIO) alld
(3) solder balls (N6 + others).
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Figure 48. Microsectioll through balls R15,
P15 alld N15, showillg bridge.

Figure 49. Detailed microsectioll through

balls R15 alld P15, showillg bridge.
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Figure 50. Detailed microsectioll through

ball MIS, showillg good wettillg alld
formatioll of the solder.

Figure 51. X-tek perpelldicular trallsmissioll
image of sample 3 showillg IWII-wetted pads
CI3 alld F13.
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Figure 52. X-tek angled transmission image
of sample 3 showing
(1) non-wetted pad (C13) and
(2) solder balls.

Figure 53. Glenbrook perpendicular
transmission image of sample 3 showing
non-wetted pads (C13, F13, G9). Solder
balls were not detected at this
magnification.
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Figure 54. Nicolet perpelldiculllr

trallsmissioll imllge of ,mmple 3 with
(/) missillg blllls (F2, C5), IIoll-wetted pllds

C13, F13, G9, K9, M8, PIO lllld
(2) bridge Pl5. Solder blllls were IIOt

detected lit this mllgllificlltioll.

Figure 55. Detlliled microsectioll through
bllll C13, showillg pllrtilllwettillg of plld.
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Figl/re 60. View showillg solder balls Oil
PCB sl/rface arol/lld R I51PIS of SlIlI/ple3,
II/W!Yof which are IIOtI'isible Oil the
X-ray ill/ages.

5.6. Comments on sample 3
Metallographicexaminationconfirmedthe presenceof a bridgeat R15/P IS, non-wetted
pads at C 13 and Fl3 and solder balls around R15/PIS. Not all defects on this sample
were examined metallographically.

As with sample 2, bridges or shorts of sample 3 were easily identified by all X-ray
inspection systems. Similarly, missing balls were identified by all systems but were
more easily identified by the higher anode voltage systems. With a higher anode
voltage, the low density images created by the reflowed solder paste on the substrate, are
lighter to show missing balls more easily.

The non-wetted pads of sample 3 were even less easily located by perpendicular
transmission X-ray systems than for sample 2. The joints with these defects are better
aligned than in sample 2 and therefore can only be identified by the lack of the tear-drop
shape. Many of the non-wetted joints also appear to have a slightly smaller diameter
than the wetted joints. Careful analysis of the stored images allows identification of
these defects mostly due to lack of tear-drop shape but many were not identified during
real-time analysis. More non-wetted pads may be identified as operators become more
experienced with this technique.

Again, as with sample 2, the angled transmission X-ray system showed the non-wetted

pads with much greater ease. All non-wetted pads were found during the real-time

inspection.
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The laminography system also behaved similarly with this sample. The bridge around
P 15/R15 was automatically detected. The missing balls at C5 and F2 were classified as
insufficient or missing. None of the non-wetted pads were identified automatically. As
before HP claim the new software has better performance.' Additionally, voiding in
excess of 10% of joint area was found in joints at F5, G12, G13, 13, K14, L7, L8, M5,
M7, Mil, M12, M14, M15, N7, N9, NIO, Nil, N12, P5, PII, P12, P13, R7, R8, RIO,
R14. This threshold can be altered by the user.

None of the systems were able to directly detect the hair-line fracture on ball F13.
However, in this instance its presence could be inferred as the wetting angle of the ball
to the pad was greatly increased due to the poor wetting during sample manufacture.

The magnified Reichert microscope image in Figure 64 shows a number of small solder
balls present around the bridge at P 15/R15. It should be noted that only the larger balls
are visible on the X-ray images. Using higher magnification on the X-ray systems may
have located these defects but this would have extended inspection time considerably.
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Figure Summary 4.

Figure Machine used

61
62
63
64
65
66
67

Glenbrook
Nicolet
X-tek perpend.
HP Four Pi 50X
Reichert
Reichert
Reichert

Defects

Misalignment
Misalignment
Misalignment
Misalignment
Misalignment
Misalignment
Misalignment

5.7. Results for Sample 4:
Sample 4 contains a misaligned BGA.

Figure 61. Glenbrook perpendicular
transmission image of sample 4
showing misalignment.

Figure 62. Nicolet perpendicular
transmission image of sample 4
showing misalignment.

I...
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Figure 63. X-tek perpendicular transmission
image of sample 4 showing misalignment.

Figure 64. HP5DX ball and pad slice
laminography images of sample 4
showing misalignment.
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Figure 65. Detailed microsectioll through
ball NI, showillg misaligllmellt.

Figure 66. Elliarged detail from Figure 65,
showillg good wettillg to BGA.
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5.8. Comments on Sample 4
All systems were capable of identifying
difficulty,

the misalignment in sample 4 without

Figure 67. Enlarged detail from Figure 65,
showing good wetting to substrate pad.
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Figure 68. Glellbrook perpelldicular
trallsmissioll image of sample 2
with Cu/Ill/Cu backillg (compare with
Figure 34).

Figure 69. Nicolet perpelldicular
trallsmissioll image of sample 2
with Cu/lll/CU backillg (compare with
Figure 25).

5.9 Results for samples with CulnCu backing substrate
The defects contained in sample 2 (see Section 5.3) were re-inspected through a 3.6 mm
thick CulnCu board to simulate a multi-layer construction.
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Figure 70. X-tek angled transmission image
ofsample 2 showing non-wetted pad at EIO
with Cu/ln/Cu backing. High wetting angle
clearly evident (compare with Figure 38).

Figure 7/. HP5DX ball slice laminography
image of sample 2 with CulnCu backing
(compare with Figure 39).
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Figure 72. Glellbrook perpelldicular
trallsmissioll image of BGA with metal lid.

5.]0. Comments on samples with Cu]nCu backing substrate
The three larger systems (Nicolet, X-tek and HP) all showed themselves capable of
viewing BGA defects on CulnCu substrates, although some image quality is lost. The
anode voltage of the Glenbrook Mini system is insufficient to penetrate adequately
the CulnCu and therefore cannot be recommended. Similar problems can be seen in
Figure 72 for the Glenbrook Mini when imaging a plastic BGA with a metal lid.
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5.11. Identification of voids within solder
Single or multiple voids can exist within BGA soldered joints. They often occur during

the melting and agglomeration of the solder paste. Entrapment of air, solvent and flux is

the general cause of voiding and special temperature profiles may have to be developed

for different paste formulations. In this section the X-ray images are re-examined for

solder voiding.
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Figure 73. Nicolet perpendicular

transmission image of sample 3 showing
voids.
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Figure 74. X-tek perpelldicular

tralls~llissioll image of sample I
.\hmvlIIg voidillg.
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S.l?, Comments on images of voiding
VOidIngwas clearly visible in the'

Fi~s 73 and 74), although the syste~~;:esr:r~:e
Nicol~t and X-tek (see respectively,

thIS, Some voiding was visible using the G
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a partIcular machine set-up to enable
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en rook Min' b
.

, er systems, VOids were not visible' th '

I ut not wIth the clarity of the

Inspectio '

In e Images from the HP b

n system of thIs equipment did find'

ut the automatic
many vOIds as discussed earlier,
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Table 1: Defect Detectability and Location Summary

Sample X-tek X-tek Nicolet Glenbrook HP
angled perpendicular perpendicular perpendicular laminography

transmission transmission transmission transmission

Sample 1
Partial ref/ow Y Y ? ? N

Sample 2
Missing balls
K8 y Y Y Y Y
H8 Y Y Y Y Y
P14 Y Y Y Y Y
P15 Y Y Y Y Y
R1 Y Y Y Y Y
Bridges
K1/K2/L 1/L2/M1/M2 Y Y Y Y Y
N3/P2/P3 Y Y Y Y Y
Non-wetted pads
E10 Y ? ? ? ?
K13 Y ? ? ? ?
L4 Y ? ? ? ?

Sample 3
Missing balls
C5 Y Y Y Y Y
F2 Y Y Y Y Y
Bridges
P15/R15 Y Y Y Y Y
Non-wetted pads
C13 Y ? ? ? N
F13 Y ? ? ? N
G9 Y ? ? ? N
K9 Y ? ? ? N
M8 Y ? ? ? N
P10 Y ? ? ? N
Other
Solder balls C13* Y Y Y ? ?
Hair-line defect F13* ? ? ? ? ?

Sample 4
Misaligned Y Y Y Y Y

Culln/Cu with sample 2
Missing balls and bridges Y Y Y N Y

? = not found during real-time inspection. May depend on operator interpretation

* = these defects were clearly identified by the destructive microsection examination (Figure 60); theX-ray imagesonly revealed
larger solder balls, none of the smaller balls were noted and the presence of the hair-line fracture in Figure 59 could only be
seen due to the resultant poor wetting of the solder ball to the PCB pad.

Ball Grid Array Inspection Techniques
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6. Conclusions

The presence of a number of defects on specially manufactured test specimens was

confirmed by metallographic examination. These defects were created on a simple

double sided PCB and included bridges, non-wetted pads, misalignment and missing

balls.

All the X-ray inspection systems performed adequately when used to inspect BGAs for
misalignments. missing balls and bridges. The images from the less expensive
Glenbrook system lacked the clarity of the other transmission systems but proved
capable of completing the tasks and must be considered capable of completing most
tasks. All perpendicular systems and the HP laminography system were much less
consistent at finding partial reflows and non-wetted pads than the angled transmission
system evaluated. The perpendicular transmission systems benefit greatly from the use
of the tear-drop pad. It is possible that the HP 50X laminography system could have
been programmed to utilise the tear-drop shape but this was beyond the time available
for the evaluation. In both cases, the tear-drop would be more effective if consistent in
size and direction.

Holding the sample at an angle provided significant advantages over perpendicular

systems in visualisation of non-wetted pads and partial reflows. Therefore it has to be

this system or other similar systems which are recommended for identification of all the

defects incorporated into this evaluation. However, the cost of this system is higher

because ofthe extra manipulation systems required compared to perpendicular systems.

It should be noted that the much lower cost Glenbrook system performed well and with

some development of the tear-drop pad shape, could be used efficiently to identify BGA

defects at significantly lower cost.

The variety of important defects not located in real-time by some systems does indicate
that an in-depth knowledge of the capabilities and limitations of any specific X-ray
system must be known before using it for general acceptance of assemblies
incorporating BGAs. As with the smaller solder balls in sample 3, some BGA defects
were not easily identified by any system.
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7. Recommendations

The most sensitive X-ray system should be selected to study more complex BGA

assemblies. As mentioned in the Introduction, these may have up to 28 layers, several
ground planes and component packages attached to both sides of the board. Processing

defects such as those described in the present work should be evaluated by non-

destructive means and by metallography.

Solder joint defects, such as those resulting from thermal fatigue, could also be assessed
by submitting solder-assembled BGA packages to extensive thermal cycling [I, 2]. Any

follow-on programme could include a comparative assessment of non-destructive
inspections by electrical continuity testing, X-radiography and the visual inspection of

the peripheral solder joints of BGA packages. These could finally be related to
destructive tests based on both metallography and pull-testing (where liquid dye

penetrant is first used to mark any fatigue cracks).
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